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1. INTRODUCTION
Let Tq(x) be the entire function defined by the power series
Tq(x)= :

n=0
xn
q(12) n(n+1)
,
where q is a parameter, |q|>1. We see that Tq(x) satisfies the functional
equation
Tq(qx)=xTq(x)+1.
It is the purpose of the present paper to establish irrationality results for
values of a certain generalization of Tq(x), given by (1.3) below. Before
going into the details we give a brief overview of the history of research
related to Tq(x). The main theorem will be stated at the end of this section.
The studies on arithmetical properties of values of Tq(x) date back to
Tschakaloff [Ts] in 1921. He proved the linear independence over Q of the
values of Tq(x) at rational points with a certain condition on q # Q. Skolem
[Sk] in 1949 generalized this result to the case including the derivatives of
Tq(x) when q # Z, |q|2. Quantitative refinements of the result of Tschakaloff
have been obtained by Bundschuh [Bu], Bundschuh and Shiokawa [BS],
and Stihl [St], while the case including the derivatives of Tq(x) has been
treated by Va a na nen and Wallisser [VW1], Be zivin [Be1, Be2], and the
second named author [Ka1, Ka2]. Furthermore, various p-adic considera-
tions of this problem have been given by Ic en [Ic], Be zivin [Be1], and
Va a na nen and Wallisser [VW1, VW2]. For more detailed history we refer
the reader to [VW2, Sect. 1; Du2, Sect. 1].
As for modification of Tq(x), Haas [Ha] in 1991 introduced the entire
function
Hq(x)= :

n=0
xn
n! q (12) n(n+1)
, q # Z, |q|2.
He derived the linear independence over Q of certain values of Hq(x)
and its derivatives in a quantitative form. Note that Hq(x) satisfies the
functional equation
qH$q(qx)=Hq(x).
For any prime number p and any nonzero rational number :, the p-adic
valuation of : will be denoted by &p(:), namely, if we write :=p&ab for
integers a, b and & with a and b relatively prime to p, then &=&p(:). In
particular, the irrationality case of the theorem of Haas asserts.
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Theorem H (The Case *=1 and s=1 of [Ha, Satz]). Let : # Q"[0]
be arbitrary, q # Z, |q|2, and suppose that q has a prime divisor p
such that 0&p(:)<&p(q) holds. Let A0 and A1 be arbitrary integers with
A1{0, and set A=max(A0 , A1). Suppose further that the inequality
&p(A1)<(log A)wlog p is fulfilled for some w with 0w1. Then the lower
bound estimate
|A0+A1 Hq(:)|>C1 exp[&C2(log A)max(2w, 43)], (1.1)
follows, where C1 and C2 are positive effective constants depending only on
: and q.
Let [vn]n=1 be a sequence of nonzero integers. A generalization of Tq(x)
was recently investigated by Duverney [Du1], who proved the irrationality
of the values of the power series
1+ :

n=1
xn
v1v2 } } } vnq(12) n(n+1)
, q # Z, |q|2, (1.2)
at rational points under certain growth and divisibility conditions on [vn]
(see [Du1, Theorem 2]; this theorem is proved in a more general setting).
It should be remarked that this result covers both the cases of vn=nh and
vn=pn (n=1, 2, ...), where h is an arbitrary positive integer and pn denotes
the n th prime number (see [Du1, Corollaries 2 and 3]). More recently, he
treated in [Du2] a different generalization of Tq(x), and showed
Theorem D [Du2, The ore me 2]. Let : # Q"[0] be arbitrary, and q # Z,
|q|2. Let P and Q be nonzero polynomials with integer coefficients.
Suppose that the roots of Q are all rational and Q(n){0 for any nonnegative
integer n. Then
:

n=0
P(n)
Q(n)
:n
q(12) n(n+1)
 Q.
This theorem in particular implies the linear independence of values of
Tq(x), together with its derivatives and primitives of any order (see
[Du2, The ore me 1]). It is worthwile noting that a variant of Mahler’s
transcendence method, due to Loxton and van der Poorten [LP], plays an
essential role in the proof of Theorem D.
Let [sn]n=0 , [tn]

n=0 , [un]

n=0 , and [vn]

n=0 be sequences of nonzero
integers. In this paper we aim at investigating the irrationality of the values
of the function
f (x)= :

n=0
snu0u1 } } } un
tnv0v1 } } } vn
xn
q(12) n(n+1)
, q # Z, |q|2, (1.3)
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assuming only the growth order conditions on [sn]n=0 , [tn]

n=0 , [un]

n=0 ,
and [vn]n=0 . We shall prove
Theorem. Let : # Q"[0] be arbitrary, q # Z, |q|2, and f (x) given by
(1.3). Suppose that the integer sequences [sn]n=0 , [tn]

n=0 , [un]

n=0 , and
[vn]n=0 satisfy
1|sn |, |tn |, |un |, |vn |exp(c0 n$) (1.4)
for all n1, where c0 is a postive constant and
0<$< 14 . (1.5)
Then f (:) is irrational. Furthermore, the lower bound estimate
} f (:)&MN }>exp[&c1(log N )85], (1.6)
holds for any integers M and N with N2, where c1 is a positive constant
depending only on f and :.
From this theorem we can show the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. Let q and : be the same as in Theorem. Let S, T, U, and
V be nonzero polynomials with integer coefficients. Suppose that T, U, and
V have no zeros on the set of nonnegative integers. Then
%1= :

n=0
S(n) U(0) U(1) } } } U(n)
T(n) V(0) V(1) } } } V(n)
:n
q(12) n(n+1)
 Q.
Furthermore, the same lower bound estimate as (1.6) holds for |%1&MN |.
Let [ pn]n=0 be the sequence defined by p0=1 and pn (n=1, 2, ...) the
nth prime number.
Corollary 2. Let q and : be the same as in Theorem. Let S, T, U, and
V be nonzero polynomials with integer coefficients. Suppose that T, U, and
V have no zeros on the set [ pn]n=0 . Then
%2= :

n=0
S( pn) U( p0) U( p1) } } } U( pn)
T( pn) V( p0) V( p1) } } } V( pn)
:n
q(12) n(n+1)
 Q.
Furthermore, the same lower bound estimate as (1.6) holds for |%2&MN |.
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Let (*)n for * # C be Pochhammer’s symbol defined by (*)0=1 and
(*)n=*(*+1) } } } (*+n&1) for n=1, 2, ... .
Corollary 3. Let q and : be the same as in the Theorem. Let r and s
be arbitrary positive integers, and *1 , ..., *r and +1 , ..., +s rational numbers
which are not equal to zero or negative integers. Then
%3= :

n=0
(*1)n } } } (*r)n
(+1)n } } } (+s)n
:n
q(12) n(n+1)
 Q.
Furthermore, the same lower bound estimate as (1.6) holds for |%3&MN |.
Remark 1. It seems difficult to relax the upper bound of $ in (1.5),
within the frame of our method.
Remark 2. Our theorem gives a generalization of Theorem H with the
lower bound estimate (1.6) which is weaker than (1.1) if 0w45, but
stronger otherwise.
Remark 3. Our theorem gives a generalization and a refinement of
Theorem D; in particular the restriction on the rationality of the roots of
the polynomial Q can be removed. Further, in comparison with the first
mentioned result of Duverney, we see that the growth order condition on
[vn] in [Du1, Theorem 2] is far better than ours, while our theorem does
not assume any divisibility properties on [vn].
Our proof of Theorem is based on a refinement of the method developed
in [Du2]. It is interesting to note that our proof does not use the
Kronecker determinant, while it plays an important role in the proof of
Theorem D.
We shall prepare several auxiliary results in the next section. The proofs
of the Theorem and corollaries will be given in the last section.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS
Let q # Z and |q|2, and f (x) the entire function which is defined by
(1.3) with the integer sequences [sn], [tn], [un], and [vn] satisfying (1.4).
The abbreviations
Uh(n)=uh u1+h } } } un+h ,
Vh(n)=vhv1+h } } } vn+h
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for h, n=0, 1, 2, ... will be used throughout the following sections. We
introduce the sequence of entire functions [ fh(x)]h=0 defined by
fh(x)= :

n=0
sn+h Uh(n)
tn+h Vh(n)
xn
q(12) n(n+1)
(h=0, 1, 2, ...), (2.1)
and so f0(x)=f (x).
The purpose of this section is to construct auxiliary functions of fh(x),
and derive their basic properties. For the construction we follow closely the
argument in [Du2, Sect. 2]. Note that the functions fh(x) (h=0, 1, 2, ...)
satisfy the chain of functional equations
fh(qx)=
uh
vh {
sh
th
+xfh+1(x)= (h0), (2.2)
which will be important in the proof of our theorem (see the next section).
In this section, cj ( j=2, ..., 13) will denote positive constants (depending
only on f ), so as to be chosen appropriately at each occurrence.
Let ordx=0 ,(x) denote the order of the zeros of ,(x) at x=0. We first
prove
Lemma 1. Let r and h be arbitrary positive integers. Then for the
functions fh(x), defined by (2.1), there exist auxiliary polynomials
Pr, h(x)= :
2r
i=0
ai xi and Qr, h(x)= :
2r
i=0
bix i, (2.3)
not both zero, with integer coefficients ai and bi , such that
max
0i2r
|ai |ec2 (rh
$+r2 ) and max
0i2r
|bi |ec2 (rh
$+r 2 ), (2.4)
and
_(r, h) :=ordx=0 [Qr, h(x) fh(x)&Pr, h(x)]3r. (2.5)
Remark. The integer parameters r and h will be specified in the last step
of the proof (see (3.5) and (3.10)).
Proof. Let Pr, h(x) and Qr, h(x) be given in the form (2.3) with unknown
coefficients ai and bi . Then
Qr, h(x) fh(x)&Pr, h(x)= :

n=0
Lnxn, (2.6)
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where
Ln= :
min(2r, n)
i=0
bi
sn&i+hUh(n&i )
tn&i+hVh(n&i )
q&(12)(n&i )(n&i+1)&an (n=0, 1, 2, ...),
(2.7)
with the convention that an=0 for n>2r. Our task is to solve a system of 3r
linear homogeneous equations with 4r+2 unknowns ai and bi (i=0, 1, ..., 2r),
that is,
Ln=0 for n=0, 1, 2, ..., 3r&1. (2.8)
We apply Siegel’s lemma (cf. [Ba, p. 13, Lemma 1]) to find a solution of
this system. By setting
D=th t1+h } } } t3r&1+hVh(3r&1) q(12)(3r&1)(3r),
(2.8) can be written as
DLn= :
min(2r, n)
i=0
Dn, i bi&Dan=0 for n=0, 1, 2, ..., 3r&1,
with integer coefficients D and Dn, i , where
Dn, i=D
sn&i+h Uh(n&i )
tn&i+h Vh(n&i )
q&(12)(n&i )(n&i+1).
Using (1.4) and noting (1.5), we obtain
|D|exp \2c0 :
3r&1+h
k=h
k$+ |q| (12)(3r&1)(3r)ec3 (rh$+r2 )
and
|Dn, i ||D| ec0 (3r&1+h)
$
exp \c0 :
3r&1+h
k=h
k$+ec3 (rh$+r2 ).
Siegel’s lemma, together with these estimates, ensures the existence of the
desired solution of (2.8). This completes the proof of Lemma 1. K
Let Pr, h(x) and Qr, h(x) be the polynomials satisfying the assertion of
Lemma 1. In view of (2.5), the equality (2.6) can be written as
Qr, h(x) fh(x)&Pr, h(x)=x_(r, h) Tr, h(x), (2.9)
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where Tr, h(x) is an entire function satisfying Tr, h(0){0. From this and
(2.6) we see
Tr, h(x)= :

n=0
Ln+_(r, h) xn. (2.10)
In the remaining of this section, several properties of _(r, h) and Tr, h(x)
will be discussed. We first show
Lemma 2. For any positive integers r and h, the inequality
_(r, h){(r, h)
holds, where
{(r, h)=c4 max(r2, rh$) (2.11)
with some sufficiently large c4 .
Proof. Note that _(r, h) is equal to the least integer n such that Ln{0,
where Ln is defined by (2.7). Since Ln=0 for n<3r, we consider only the
case of n3r. Then by (2.7) we see
Ln= :
2r
i=0
bi
sn&i+hUh(n&i )
tn&i+hVh(n&i )
q&(12)(n&i )(n&i+1) (n=3r, 3r+1, ...).
(2.12)
Since the polynomial Qr, h(x) is nonzero by Lemma 1, it can be written as
Qr, h(x)= :
l
i=k
bix i,
where bk{0 and bl{0 for some k and l with 0kl2r. If k=l, from
(2.9) we have _(r, h)2r+1, but this is impossible by (2.5). Hence we may
suppose k<l. Then by (2.12) we obtain
|Ln | |bl | } sn&l+hUh(n&l )tn&l+hVh(n&l ) } |q|&(12)(n&l )(n&l+1)
& :
l&1
i=k
|bi | } sn&i+hUh(n&i )tn&i+hVh(n&i ) } |q|&(12)(n&i )(n&i+1)
 }Uh(n&l )Vh(n&l ) } |q|&(12)(n&l )(n&l+1) \}
sn&l+h
tn&l+h }&L$n+ ,
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where
L$n= :
l&k
j=1
|bl&j | } sn&l+j+hUn&l+1+h( j&1)tn&l+j+hVn&l+1+h ( j&1) } |q|&[(n&l+1)+ } } } +(n&l+j )].
It follows from (1.4), (2.4), and l2r the upper bound estimate
L$n :
l&k
j=1
|bl&j | |sn&l+j+hUn&l+1+h ( j&1)| |q|&[(n&l+1)+ } } } +(n&l+j )]
2rec2 (r 2+rh$ )ec0 (2r+1)(n+h) $ |q|&(n&2r+1).
On the other hand, from (1.4) the lower bound estimate
} sn&l+htn&l+h }
1
|tn&l+h |
e&c0 (n+h)$
follows. Comparing the resulting two bounds, we find that |sn&l+h tn&l+h |
>L$n for all sufficiently large n, say for nc5(r2+rh$) and for nc6rn$.
This shows that Ln{0 for all n{(r, h) by (1.5). The proof of Lemma 2
is complete. K
The following lemma gives estimates from above and below for |Tr, h(x)|
(see (2.9) and (2.10)) in the vicinity of x=0.
Lemma 3. Let r and h be arbitrary integers. Then it holds the estimates
|Tr, h(x)|ec7{(r, h)[{(r, h)
$+h$ ] for |x| 12 , (2.13)
and
|Tr, h(x)|e&c8{(r, h)
2 for |x|e&c9{(r, h) 2. (2.14)
Proof. In the following _(r, h) (in (2.5)) and {(r, h) (in (2.11)) will be
abbreviated as _ and {, respectively.
We first prove (2.13). By (1.4), (2.4), and (2.12), we have
|Ln+_ | :
2r
i=0
|bi | |sn+_&i+h | |Uh(n+_&i )| |q|&(12)(n+_&i )(n+_&i+1)
(2r+1) ec2(rh$+r 2 ) ec0.(n) |q|&(12) (n),
where .(n)=(n+_+1)(n+_+h)$ and (n)=(n+_&2r)(n+_&2r+1).
We compare the order of the exponents in the last upper bound of |Ln+_ |.
If n is sufficiently large, say nc10 max(r, h$) with c10>2, we have rh$+r2
2c&210 n
2 and (n)(1&2c&110 )
2 (n+_)2. Let c11 be taken arbitrarily
small. Then the inequality .(n)c11(n+_)2 holds for all nc10 max(r, h$)
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by (1.5) if c10 is chosen sufficiently large. Therefore the exponents rh$+r2
and .(n) are both less than (1&2c&110 )
&2 max(2c&210 , c11) (n) for these n.
This shows that |Ln+_ |1 for all nc10 max(r, h$) if c10 is taken suf-
ficiently large. Further, since .(n) is monotone increasing, to estimate
|Ln+_ | from above we use the first three factors in the last upper bound
with taking n=[c10 max(r, h$)]+1. Then it follows from Lemma 2 that
|Ln+_ | 12e
c7{({
$+h$ ) (2.15)
for any nonnegative integer n. From this and (2.10) we get
|Tr, h(x)| :

n=0
|Ln+_ | |x| nec7{({
$+h $ )
for all x with |x|12, which is (2.13).
To prove (2.14) we estimate |Tr, h(0)| from below. Noting Tr, h(0)=L_ ,
we express this as L_=J_ K_ , where J_ and K_ are relatively prime
integers with K_>0. Then in view of (2.12) we get
K_|t_&2r+h t1+_&2r+h } } } t_+hVh(_)| |q| (12) _(_+1),
and hence by (1.4) and (1.5),
K_ec0 (2r+_+2)(_+h)
$
|q| (12) _(_+1)ec12_(_+h $ ).
This with the inequality |L_ |1K_ implies that
|Tr, h(0)|e&c12 {({+h
$ )e&c13 {2,
by Lemma 2. We therefore obtain, by noting (2.10) and (2.15),
|Tr, h(x)||Tr, h(0)|&|x| :

n=0
|Ln+1+_ | |x|n
e&c13{ 2&|x| ec7 {({$+h$ )
for |x|12. This yields (2.14) for all x sufficiently near to the origin, say
for |x|e&c9{2. Lemma 3 is thus proved. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM
Let : be a nonzero rational number. The first purpose of this section is
to produce rational approximations to f (:) from the auxiliary functions
of fh(x), constructed in the preceding section. The chain of functional
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equations (2.2) will play an important role. Finally our theorem will be
concluded from Lemma 6 below.
In this section cj ( j=14, ..., 24) will denote positive constants (depending
only on f and :), so as to be chosen appropriately at each occurrence.
We first prove
Lemma 4. For any positive integer h the functional equation
fh(q&hx)=
q(12) h(h+1)
xh
V0(h&1)
U0(h&1)
f (x)
& :
h
j=1
q(12) j(2h&j+1)
x j
sh&j
th&j
Vh&j+1( j&2)
Uh&j+1( j&2)
(3.1)
holds with the convention that Uh(&1)=Vh(&1)=1.
Proof. We start from the functional equation (2.2) with the index h&1
instead of h, and the variable q&hx instead of x. Then we see with a slight
modification that
fh(q&hx)=
qh
x {
vh&1
uh&1
fh&1(q&(h&1) x)&
sh&1
th&1= .
The repeated use of this relation terminates in the h-times, since f0(x)=f (x).
This yields (3.1). K
From Lemma 4 we obtain
Lemma 5. Let : be a nonzero rational number. Then for any positive
integer h the relation
dh fh(q&h:)=nh f (:)&mh (3.2)
holds with some integers dh , mh and nh satisfying
1|dh |ec14h
1+$
, (3.3)
and
|q| (12) h2|nh ||q| (12) h
2 ec14h 1+$. (3.4)
Proof. Set :=AB with relatively prime integers A and B, and define
dh=Ah t0 t1 } } } th&1U0(h&1).
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Then in view of (3.1) we obtain (3.2) with
mh= :
h
j=1
Ah&j B jq(12) j(2h&j+1)
sh&j
th&j
t0 } } } th&1U0(h&j ) Vh&j+1( j&2)
and
nh=Bhq(12) h(h+1) t0 } } } th&1V0(h&1).
It is straightforward to see (3.3) and (3.4) from (1.4). Lemma 5 is proved.
K
At this stage we choose the parameter h in Lemma 1 as
h=[c15r4]. (3.5)
Here the constant c15 is taken such that the inequality |q&h:|e&c9{(r, h)
2
is fulfilled under the choice (3.5) (see (2.14)).
The following lemma gives rational approximations to f (:), from which
our theorem will be concluded.
Lemma 6. Let f (x) be a function given by (1.3) with (1.4), and : a
nonzero rational number. Then for all sufficiently large rc16 , there exist
integers Mr and Nr with Nr{0 such that
ec17r8|Nr |ec18r
8
(3.6)
and
e&c19r6|Nr f (:)&Mr |e&c20r
5
. (3.7)
Proof. We set :=AB as in the proof of Lemma 5. Let rc16 be
arbitrary, and h chosen as (3.5). Further let Pr, h(x) and Qr, h(x) be polyno-
mials satisfying the assertion of Lemma 1, and dh , mh and nh integers
satisfying the assertion of Lemma 5. We set x=q&h: in (2.9), and then
multiply the both sides by dh to get
Qr, h(q&h:)(nh f (:)&mh)&dhPr, h(q&h:)=dh(q&h:)_(r, h) Tr, h(q&h:),
by (3.2). We define
Mr=(qhB)2r [Qr, h(q&h:) mh+dh Pr, h(q&h:)]
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and
Nr=(qhB)2r Qr, h(q&h:)nh ,
which are obviously integers by (2.3) and Lemma 5. Then (3.7) can be
derived from (2.5), Lemmas 2 and 3, and (3.3), with noting the fact that
{(r, h)=c4r2 holds by (1.5) and (3.5). Next we see from (3.7) that Nr{0
for any r. This with (3.4) and (3.5) implies the first inequality in (3.6). To
obtain the second inequality in (3.6), we use (2.4) and (3.4) with noting
(1.5) and (3.5). This completes the proof of Lemma 6. K
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem. Let M and N be arbitrary
integers with N2. We apply Lemma 6 to estimate | f (:)&MN | from
below. Let Mr Nr (rc16) be rational numbers satisfying the assertion of
Lemma 6. For any Mr Nr , different from MN, we have
} f (:)&MN } }
M
N
&
Mr
Nr }& } f (:)&
Mr
Nr }

1
N |Nr |
&
1
|Nr |
e&c20r 5,
by the second inequality in (3.7). This shows that
} f (:)&MN }>
1
2
1
N |Nr |
(3.8)
holds as far as the inequality
N< 12e
c20r
5
(3.9)
is fulfilled. Hence our task is to choose r as small as possible such that the
inequalities MN{Mr Nr and (3.9) hold. Note that
e&c21r8 } f (:)&MrNr }e&c22 r
8
follows from (3.6) and (3.7). This guarantees that Mr Nr{Mr$ Nr$ if r$ is
taken sufficiently larger than r, say r$c23r. Therefore the choice
r=[c24(log N )15] (3.10)
has the desired property. Taking such an r, and using (3.6) and (3.8), we
arrive at the assertion (1.6). The proof of Theorem is thus complete.
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We next prove Corollary 1. We fix a positive integer n0 such that the
polynomial S has no zeros on the set [n0+1, n2+2, ...]. Split the sum %1
into two parts %$1 and %"1 according to 1nn0 and n>n0 , respectively,
and write %$1=M$N$ with some integers M$ and N$ (N$>0). Then the
Theorem can be applied to %"1 with noting the fact that %1&MN=
%"1&(MN$&M$N )NN$. The proof of Corollary 2 is almost the same. To
show Corollary 3, we write *i=li di (i=1, ..., r) and + j=mj e j ( j=1, ..., s).
Then Theorem can be applied to %3 by setting sn=tn=1 (n=0, 1, ...),
u0=v0=1 and
un= ‘
s
j=1
ej ‘
r
i=1
[l i+(n&1) d i ],
vn= ‘
r
i=1
d i ‘
s
j=1
[mj+(n&1)e j]
for n=1, 2, ... . The proofs of the corollaries are now complete.
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